Year 2 - Learning At Home - Term 3 - Week 6
It is very important that the learning at home program maintains a harmonious family life. If things
aren’t working out on any given day, please take a break or stop for the day. We are here to help and
support you - please let us know if you are having any problems. Remember, it takes a village to raise a
child!
Webex Daily Catch-Up Details:
Start Time: 9:15am
Class

Meeting
Number

Password

Web Browser Link

2A

165 893
4318

NLPS

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=mcf4e
1e9868c94404e929e78414d63995

2H

165 133
1906

NLPS

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m5ea
b811d85ad6330e92f13d850aa0dc8

2D

165 430
2901

NLPS

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=mc73
f693bca41d65f9ac77de62233f8d1

Group Work: Please note the day of your child’s small group session. There may be
a change to their schedule from the previous week. We ask you to double check
and let your child now so they are also aware of any changes.
2D

2A

2H

Tuesday

Finches

Cockatoos

Cockatoos

Wednesday

Rosellas

Finches

Finches

Thursday

Pelicans

Pelicans

Pelicans

Friday

Cockatoos

Rosellas

Rosellas
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Day 1
Reading

FOCUS: Non-Fiction Texts
Description: We are learning to identify non-fiction or fiction texts by noticing their different features. You will learn
about some key differences between the two types of text and using this information and your prior knowledge, you
will be sorting books into fiction and non-fiction.
Task: Your task for today’s reading session is on Seesaw.
Independent Reading: (30 minutes)
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they may have at home.
Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: Sunshine Online
username: newportlakes password: newport
FOCUS: Fact or Opinion?

Writing

Task: Your task for today’s writing session can be found on Seesaw.
You need to sort the sentences about bats into facts or opinions by moving them under
the correct heading. Once this has been completed, tap the microphone button to tell
us another fact you know about bats.

Maths

FOCUS: Place Value
Warm Up: Number of the Day
Answer the questions for one or all of the following numbers: Great Mathematicians would do all 4!

26

135

2334

12 499

What is the number before?
What is the number after?
What is 10 more?
What is 10 less?
What is your number in words?
What is your number in expanded form? (Eg: 56 = 50 + 6)
Task: Date Maths

24/08/2020
How clever are you? Using today’s date or your birthdate, can you create sums that equal the numbers 1 through to
20? Watch Miss Shacklock explaining how this game works: https://youtu.be/jZTvm4R_DLI
(This link will be sent to you on Seesaw). Write your answers in your workbook and remember to be creative!

P.E

Use Seesaw to watch a short explanation video.
Opening/Warm-up – Get your superhero capes and costumes on and complete the Superhero workout.
Catching – In our first catching video, you will see six progressive catching activities. Complete 10 catches for each
activity before moving onto the next one. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9dtUOtPVFU
Complete the different catching activities you see in the next video link too. Use a big, bouncy ball if you have one,
otherwise, any bouncy ball will do. Again, aim to complete 10 catches for each activity before progressing onto the
next catching challenge. Some of them do get quite challenging. Good luck.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65H2HrJy4I0
Optional bonus activity – If you feel like doing a little extra, click on the link below and complete some exercises
from the Gross Motor Bingo card.
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/79/43/44/794344d844fa4299bcdda45322a1d22a.jpg
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Day 2
Reading

FOCUS: Non-Fiction Texts
Description: Using the different features to recognise and explain what is a fiction and what is a non-fiction text.
You will need to choose a book from home to complete this activity.
Task: Your task for today is on Seesaw.
Independent Reading: (30 minutes)
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they may have at home.
Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: Sunshine Online
username: newportlakes password: newport

Maths

FOCUS: Place Value
Warm Up: The answer is 12. So what might the question be?
Make sure you write this question at the top of your page in your
workbook. Write down as many different ways you can make 12.
You must have more than 5 answers!
Task: Missing Numbers on a Number Line
Follow the instructions on Seesaw to complete your task.

Writing

FOCUS: Words that end in ‘ve’
Many words end with the /v/ sound. However, in English the letter ‘v’ does not occur at
the end of a word (unless it’s slang or shortened e.g. pav for pavlova). So the /v/ sound at
the end of a word is always spelled ‘ve’.
Task: Use the Word Find template provided to
create your own word find. Stick it in your
workbook when you are finished.
Read the words that end in ‘ve’ and select as many
as you can to hide them in a word find. The words
can be written up, down or diagonally and can
intersect other words.

ART

During ‘Learning at Home’ for Art in Term 3, all students will be sent a link
to the same google slides document.
Please take the following steps to access the learning:
1 - Click on this link: Art Week 6 Cindy Sherman
2 - Click on ‘Present’ at the top right hand corner of the screen, next to the
orange ‘share’ button
3 - The power point will then present as a full screen ready for students to
watch
Links are also on Seesaw. Post your artwork on Seesaw
Previous weeks – Art Week 5

Art Week 4 

Art Week 3
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Day 3
Reading

FOCUS: Is my book fiction or non-fiction?
Description: You will need to choose a book from home to complete this activity. After reading all or part of your
chosen book you will identify whether or not it is fiction or non-fiction? And how do you know that?
Task: This task and a worksheet for you to complete is on Seesaw.
Independent Reading: (30 minutes)
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they may have at home.
Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: Sunshine Online
username: newportlakes password: newport

Writing

FOCUS: Information Reports- Technical Language
An information report includes technical language that is
directly related to the topic.
Task: Read through the information report on ‘The
Crocodile’. (Included at the end of the planner)
Notice the technical words highlighted in the information report. Write the technical words into your workbook and
write a definition for the word.

Maths

FOCUS: Place Value
Warm Up: Number of the Day
Answer the questions for one or all of the following numbers: Great Mathematicians would do all 4!

13

261

4107

21 301

What is the number before?
What is the number after?
What is 10 more?
What is 10 less?
What is your number in words?
What is your number in expanded form?
Task: Code Breaker Activity
Work out the value of each of the letters of the alphabet to
break the code. See the worksheet below. Once you have
finished, stick the worksheet into your book.

Music

You have several different activities to select from. Choose one or two of the activities to complete!
You will have all of the activities in your virtual music room with the link below or in SeeSaw. When you have
completed a task, please nominate the music folder to submit your work.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1N713QvYceCHLKOCl4BqxSzvgHtuEW0MS/view?usp=sharing
SINGING; We are going to look at a song featured in a movie. This song is called ‘It’s gonna be a lovely day’ by
Lunchmoney Lewis. It is really positive and fun to sing along to. Listen to it a few times and answer the questions,
then you can find the lyrics and have fun singing along to it. Maybe you could even record the song for me to hear
through Seesaw!
LISTENING; This week's listening task is more of a set of short video clips and looks at how instruments actually
produce sounds. Find the link in the virtual music room and watch how different instruments work and answer some
of the questions I have also put in the music room.
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Day 4
Reading

FOCUS: Non-Fiction Features Scavenger Hunt
Description: You will learn about some different features of a non-fiction text and then hunt for them in a book you
have selected from home.
Task: Your task is on Seesaw.
Independent Reading: (30 minutes)
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they may have at home.
Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: Sunshine Online
username: newportlakes password: newport

Writing

FOCUS: Grammar- using capital letters and full stops
Task: Read through the information about the emu. There are 5 separate sentences in
this passage but no capital le
 tters or full stops. Rewrite this passage in your neatest
handwriting in your workbook. Use capital letters to start sentences or for proper nouns
and use full stops at the end of the sentences.
Read through your work to make sure you have not made a mistake. Remember that the
word ‘and’ is a conjunction that joins two simple sentences. It does not usually begin a
sentence.

Emu
the emu is australia’s largest bird and the world’s second largest emus
are very unique in the way they look they have long necks and very sharp
beaks their ears are quite small and they have two sets of eyelids and
one eyelid is used to keep dust out while the other is used for blinking
Maths

FOCUS: Place Value
Warm Up: How many numbers can you make with the digits 6, 7, 8 and 9? Complete the following task in your
workbook to switch on your maths brain! Once you have completed this activity, head on to Seesaw for the second
part of today’s maths.
Task: Representing Numbers
Follow the instructions on Seesaw to complete your activity for today.
Make sure you play the fun basketball game first!

Health

FOCUS: School Photos

Task: Check out the following task outlined below. We can’t wait to see what you come up with.
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Day 5
Reading

FOCUS: Identifying the features of non-fiction texts
Typically non-fiction texts have special features that help to organise the information.
Task: Select a non-fiction book to read and to complete today’s Scavenger Hunt (this time in your workbook). Title
your work - Non-Fiction Scavenger Hunt Checklist and re-write this checklist
into your workbook. As you locate the different features of your non-fiction
text give yourself a neat tick or a cross, make sure to include your book’s title.
Independent Reading: (30 minutes)
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they may
have at home.
Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: Sunshine Online
username: newportlakes password: newport

Writing

FOCUS: Fact or Opinion?
Task: Rewrite the following passage below in your workbook in your best handwriting. Before you rewrite, remove
the sections of the passage that are ‘an o
 pinion’. You should be left with only facts about Dogs. Upload a photo of
your factual writing to Seesaw.

Maths

FOCUS: Place Value
Warm Up: Number of the Day
Answer the questions for one or all of the following numbers: Great Mathematicians would do all 4!

43

299

1299

What is the number before?
What is the number after?
What is 10 more?
What is 10 less?
What is your number in words?
What is your number in expanded form?
Task: Colour By Number Addition and Subtraction
Complete the colouring template below. Stick it in your workbook when you have finished.

Indonesian

Hai anak-anak. Apa kabar? (How are you?)
We will learn how to say “I am wearing” in Indonesian this week.
Click on the link for this week’s lesson.
Grade 2 week 6
Selamat tugas
Pak Ben
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Optional / Additional Learning Activities
STEM

WRITING

Cursive Handwriting practice: In your workbook rewrite the following sentence in your best cursive handwriting.
You might write it out once or a few times and then circle the example that you are most happy with.

MATHS

Place Value Challenges:
1. What is the number:
The number has three digits.
The ones digit is double 4.
The hundreds digit is an even number bigger than 5 but
smaller than 7.
The tens digit is half the ones digit.

2. What is the number:
The number has three digits.
The tens digit is less than 1.
The ones digit is the number of sides of a triangle.
The hundreds digit is the same as 10 – 3.

3. What is the number:
The number has four digits.
The thousands digit is the number of days in a week.
The ones digit is half of 12.
The tens digit is the number of wheels on a bicycle.
The hundreds digit is 2 less than the ones digit.

4. What is the number:
The number has four digits.
It is smaller than 6000 but bigger than 5000.
The hundreds digit is smaller than 6 but bigger than 4.
The tens digit is an odd number smaller than 7 but
bigger than 3.
The ones digit is in the 3 times table and is bigger than
6 but smaller than 10.
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School Photos:
Every year the photographer visits NLPS to take our school photos, in fact some of you
may have a collection of these photos from your very first year at kinder / school
onwards. This year is different and the school has had to postpone our
photographer's date twice already! But you and your family might want a photo as a
memento of this most remarkable time.
How can we fix this? Yes, of course, you could all take your own DIY school photos!
Task: Working with a parent or your siblings, please take your own DIY school photo.
Collaborating. Plan, together with your sibling or parent, where you'd like to take your photo and how
you'd like it to look. Older siblings, you might share your past school photos with younger sibling/s and
discuss similarities between all the photos.
Researching. You might talk to your grown ups about taking a great photo, or look up 'how to take a good
portrait photo'.
Thinking. Some things to consider are what you will wear in your photo, where you will stand in your
photograph, would you take it on a rainy day or postpone until a nicer day?
Self-Managing. Get yourself ready to have your school photo taken; this means you will put on your school
uniform, brush your hair, check to see that there's no food stuck in between your teeth!
Communicating. If you are the photographer, you'll need to direct your subject - that is, advise them
where to sit, or stand, and get ready with their photo-face at the critical moment. Then take your photo
(maybe even take more than one; a regular photo and a funny photo, for example). And if you are being
photographed, talk to your photographer about how you would prefer to sit or stand. After the photos are
taken you'll review the photos together, and discuss whether you're both happy with the outcome or
whether you'd like to go again.
Hint: Your photo should be of your head and shoulders, your hair will be brushed, you will be wearing your
school uniform and your best smile and you'll be standing in front of a single coloured background (a white
wall would be the best).
Further challenge:  If you have enjoyed this photography challenge, consider taking another photo titled
'2020 Porch-trait': a portrait of your entire family, taken on your front porch (or in your back garden or
even all in the biggest bed)! Again, it will be a great memento of this most unusual year.
Consider all of the same aspects: Where will you take the photograph? Try to make this an outside
photograph, but decide which direction you'll face and what your background will be. How will you all
pose? Decide if you will stand or sit or a bit of both. Will you all be side by side or will you be staggered?
What will you wear? Jeans, finest outfit or fancy-dress… And what about the tone, or the feel of the
photo? You might all be smiling or very serious. You could research 'tips for taking a great family portrait'.

N.B. The official school photograph date will be re-arranged, again, for later in 2020.
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